simulators [9] . There are two main ways of obtaining a DR of a real world object. One is by acquisition with a This paper presents the properties of the discrete analytical hyperplanes. They are defined analytically in the discrete do-physical device like a camera for a 2D DR, a CT or MR main by Diophantine equations. We show that the discrete scanner for a 3D DR, a PET scanner for a 4D DR, etc. hyperplane is a generalization of the classical digital hyper-The second one is by digitizing the primitives forming planes. We present original properties such as exact point local-its CAR.
INTRODUCTION
tive.'' The local approximation process is called a digitization scheme. The advantages of the digitization scheme In the past 30 years, since the first 2D line digitization approach are clear: it is a simple method that has been algorithm published by Bresenham [6] , many papers have successfully applied to many different types of primitives dealt with digital geometry but usually only in dimensions [15, 16] . However, there are also some major drawbacks. 2 and 3. Comparatively few works have handled higher dimensions. Much attention has been put into the digitiza-Digitization schemes are difficult to generalize to higher tion of 2D [2, 7] or 3D primitives [2, 12, [15] [16] [17] . A primitive dimensions. A digital primitive is defined through a local is an elementary geometrical object such as a line, a circle, approximation process. This makes it difficult to determine a polygon, a spline, or a Bezier patch. It is important to and control the properties, especially global properties, of be able to handle correctly primitives because, typically, the digital primitive. a real world object is represented inside a computer as a
In this paper another approach is proposed. A hybrid union, intersection, or difference of analytically defined representation form called discrete analytical representacontinuous primitives. This is what we call the continuous tion (DAR) form is used to study a new discrete hyperplane analytical representation (CAR) form. For instance, the introduced by Reveillè s [20] . The new hyperplane is called CAR of a hyperplane in dimension n would be ''Ͱ 0 ϩ the discrete analytical hyperplane. The discrete analytical ͚ n iϭ1 Ͱ i x i ϭ 0.'' This representation form is interesting be-hyperplane is not defined as an approximation of a continucause the manipulation of objects represented in a CAR ous hyperplane through a digitization scheme but is defined form is easy. Another classical way of representing real directly in the discrete world by an analytical definition, a world objects is the discrete representation (DR) form. An double Diophantine inequation. For instance, the CAR of object is simply represented as a set of discrete points. The a hyperplane in dimension n is ''0
problem of this representation form is that it is very difficult where Ͷ is the arithmetical thickness of the discrete hyperto handle. The Euclidean and the discrete worlds do not plane. The major advantage of defining a discrete primitive follow the same geometrical and topological laws: for in-in a DAR form is that the definition is global. The analytical stance, two orthogonal discrete 2D lines could have no definition allows an easy study of the primitive and a better intersection points. However, it is an important type of control of its properties. object representation that is used in many different fields From the analytical definition of the discrete analytical such as visualization [8] , medical imaging [19] , computer-hyperplane some fundamental properties can be deduced. guided surgery [1] , discrete ray tracing [23] , and some flight Determining if a point belongs or not or if it is on one side or another of a discrete analytical hyperplane is immediate. A discrete analytical hyperplane tiles the space and a discrete hyperplane is tiled by discrete hyperplanes of maximal k-connected set. For T a subset of a discrete object S, T is k-separating in S if S ‫گ‬T is not k-connected. A discrete inferior dimensions. Some other minor results are also immediately deduced from the definition. An important object is said to be k-separating if it is k-separating in ‫ޚ‬ n . Let S be a k-separating discrete object such that S has part of this paper concerns the control of the topology of a discrete hyperplane by its arithmetical thickness. A exactly two k-connected components. A k-simple point p in S is a discrete point such that S ‫͕گ‬ p͖ is k-separating. A necessary and sufficient condition is proposed for which a discrete analytical hyperplane is k-separating (has no simple point in S is a k-simple point in S for some k. A k-separating object is called k-minimal if it does not contain k-tunnels) and minimal (no simple points). Some limited results on the connectivity of a hyperplane are deduced any k-simple points.
A voxel V(A) in ‫ޒ‬ n corresponding to a discrete point from this results. We finish the paper by showing that the discrete analytical hyperplane is a generalization of the A(a 1 , . . . , a n ) is defined by the continuous hypercube [21, 22] .
In Section 2, after a short preliminary presention of the The definition of a discrete analytical hyperplane P ϭ notations used in this paper, the analytical definition of P n (Ͱ 0 , . . . , Ͱ n , Ͷ) in dimension n is now introduced (see the discrete analytical hyperplane is introduced followed Fig. 1 for illustration in 2D). Ͷ is called the arithmetical by the first properties of the hyperplane. Section 3 is de-thickness, Ͱ 1 , . . . , Ͱ n are called the coefficients and Ͱ 0 is voted to the arithmetical thickness and the control it allows called the translation constant of the hyperplane. The conon the topology of the hyperplane. In Section 4 we show trol value of P in a discrete point X (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is defined that the digital hyperplanes introduced by Stojmenovic by ⌸( P, X) ϭ Ͱ 0 ϩ ͚ n iϭ1 Ͱ i x i . We have: [21] and Veerlert [22] are particular discrete analytical hyperplanes. We conclude in Section 5 with some com-DEFINITION 1 (Discrete analytical hyperplane). A disments and open questions.
crete analytical hyperplane P ϭ P n (Ͱ 0 , . . . , Ͱ n , Ͷ) in dimension n is defined by the double Diophantine in-
DEFINITIONS AND FIRST PROPERTIES equality:
2.1. Preliminaries X ʦ P if and only if 0 Յ ⌸(P, X) Ͻ Ͷ, The set of the real numbers is noted ‫,ޒ‬ the set of the integers ‫,ޚ‬ and the set of the strictly positive integers ‫.*ގ‬ where n ʦ ‫,*ގ‬ X ʦ ‫ޚ‬ n , (Ͱ 0 , . . . , Ͱ n ) ʦ ‫ޚ‬ nϩ1 , Ͷ ʦ ‫*ގ‬ and x is the greatest integer smaller or equal to x, with x a gcd(Ͱ 1 , . . . , Ͱ n ) ϭ 1. rational or real value (instruction ''floor'' in the C computer
The discrete hyperplane has been introduced by Reveillanguage) [3] . If not specified differently ͕x͖, where x is a lè s [20] . Two hyperplanes are said to be equivalent [20] if real or rational value, is the Euclidean remainder ͕x͖ ϭ they differ only by their translation constant. A hyperplane x Ϫ x and not a single element set. gcd(Ͱ 1 , . . . , Ͱ n ) ϭ u segment is a connected subset of a hyperplane. A hyperis the greatest common divisor of the integers term ''standard'' was introduced by Françon in [13] (see is a set of discrete (digital) points. For S a discrete object, also Fig. 8 ). S ϭ ‫ޚ‬ n ‫گ‬ S. Two discrete points A(a 1 , . . . , a n ) and B(b 1 , We assume without loss of generality that gcd(Ͱ 1 , . . . ,
, where following classical notation: 2D two 0-neighbors (respec-ͶЈ ϭ Ͷ/a ϩ 1 if ͕Ͷ/a͖ Ͼ ͕Ͱ 0 /a͖ and ͶЈ ϭ Ͷ/a else. tively, 1-neighbors) are classically called 8-connected (reAn important part of the present study concerns the spectively, 4-connected) neighbors. In 3D two 0-neighbors tunnels of the hyperplanes: (respectively, 1-neighbors, 2-neighbors) are classically called 26-connected (respectively, 18-connected, 6-con-DEFINITION 2 (k-tunnel of a hyperplane). A hypernected) neighbors (see Fig. 2 ). For a discrete object S, A plane P ϭ P n (Ͱ 0 , . . . , Ͱ n , Ͷ) has a k-tunnel T(X, Y) if k-path in S is a sequence of discrete points all in S such there are two k-neighbors A and B, such that: ⌸( P, A) Ͻ that consecutive pairs of points are k-neighbors. A discrete 0 and
If a hyperplane has k-tunnels, it has also (k Ϫ 1)-tunnels. A hyperplane that has no k-tunnels is k-separating.
and more precisely, if 0-separating hyperplane is said to be tunnel free.
ͶЈ ϭ Ͷ ϩ Ͷ 0 then:
First Properties of the Hyperplanes
. ately deduced from the definition of a discrete hyperplane. Most of these properties are properties introduced by Reveillè s for the 3D plane and are here generalized to arbi-
. . , • belongs to the hyperplane if and only if
• is on one side of the hyperplane if and only if Proposition 6 tells us that a slice orthogonal to an axis ⌸( P, X) Ͻ 0, of a hyperplane, of dimension n, is a hyperplane of dimen-• and on the other side if and only if ⌸( P, X) Ն Ͷ.
sion n Ϫ 1. This result is obvious with the Diophantine definition, COROLLARY 7 (Developed recurrent form of a hyperplabut not with the classical approach. Usually the digitization neplane).
scheme has no inverse, so determining if a point belongs
Corollary 7 shows the developed recurrent form of a hyperplane in dimension n. All the properties of a hyperplane can be related to the properties of 2D lines. Note that in Proposition 6 and its corollary, the choice of an axis x i is arbitrary. These properties are independent of the choice of axis. There is no major axis considered contrary to [21] (see Section 4). Propositions 3-6, and 8 are obvious. In Section 5, we will analytical hyperplane P ϭ P n (0, 2, 5, Ϫ9, Ͷ) has 2-tunnels consider the hyperplanes proposed through the classical for Ͷ ϭ 8 Ͻ ͉Ϫ9͉ (Fig. 3 ). There are no more 2-tunnels for digitization approach and show that the classical digital Ͷ ϭ 9, but there are still 1-tunnels (Fig. 4) . For Ͷ ϭ 13 ϭ hyperplanes are particular cases of the discrete analytical ͉Ϫ9͉ ϩ ͉5͉ Ϫ 1, P still has 1-tunnels (Fig. 5 ), but not anymore hyperplanes. Despite the fact that these properties are when Ͷ ϭ 14 ϭ ͉Ϫ9͉ ϩ ͉5͉ (Fig. 6 ). The plane P has therefore also verified for the digital hyperplanes, their definition makes it difficult to formulate and prove such properties.
ARITHMETICAL THICKNESS
We will now discuss some of the advantages of the arithmetical thickness in the definition of the discrete hyperplane. The arithmetical thickness is a new concept that was introduced by Reveillè s. There is no equivalent of the arithmetical thickness in the classical digital hyperplane definitions based on digitization schemes as we will see in Section 4.
One of the main results of this paper is the link made between the arithmetical thickness and the tunnels of the hyperplane: PROPOSITION 9 (Arithmetical thickness and tunnels). Let P ϭ P n (Ͱ 0 , Ͱ 1 , . . . , Ͱ n , Ͷ) be a discrete hyperplane where 0 Յ Ͱ i Յ Ͱ iϩ1 for all i.
• if Ͷ Ͻ Ͱ n , the hyerplane has (n Ϫ 1)-tunnels: 0-tunnels for Ͷ ϭ 14 and for Ͷ ϭ 15 ϭ ͉Ϫ9͉ ϩ ͉5͉ ϩ ͉2͉ Ϫ 1 to these conditions. We want to show that Ͷ ϭ ͚ n iϭkϩ1 Ͱ i (Fig. 7) and is tunnel-free for Ͷ ϭ 16 ϭ ͉Ϫ9͉ ϩ ͉5͉ ϩ ͉2͉ is the smallest value for which there are no more k-tunnels. (Fig. 8) .
For that, let us first show that there is a least one k-tunnel Proof of Proposition 9. Let's note first that the condi-for Ͷ ϭ ͚ n iϭkϩ1 Ͱ i Ϫ 1. Since gcd(Ͱ 1 , . . . , Ͱ n ) ϭ 1, there tion ''0 Յ Ͱ i Յ Ͱ iϩ1 '' can be taken without loss of generality exists Y( y 1 , . . . , y n ) such that ͚ n iϭ1 Ͱ i y i ϭ 1 [14] . Let us because with simple symmetries we can always come back consider the discrete point A(a 1 , . . . , a n ) with a i ϭ Ϫy i . cient but not necessary [5] . Proposition 9 is important because it makes the link between the geometry and topol-scheme has been improved by Veerlaert in [22] . We will show that the digital hyperplanes resulting from their digitiogy of a hyperplane and its arithmetical thickness. It becomes therefore easy to choose the thickness of the hyper-zation scheme are naive hyperplanes if we deal with rational instead of irrational numbers. This result is a generalplane needed for a given application [4, 10, 11, 13, 18] .
We have ⌸(
ization of a previous result [11] to arbitrary dimensions. COROLLARY 10 (Limited results on the connectivity).
Let us first present the digitization scheme and digital Let P n (Ͱ 0 , Ͱ 1 , . . . , Ͱ n , Ͷ) be a discrete hyperplane of dimenhyperplane of Stojmenovic [21] . We present it with the sion n Ն 3 where 0 Յ Ͱ i Յ Ͱ iϩ1 for all i.
notations used in our paper.
•
Let us consider an Euclidean hyperplane P in ‫ޒ‬ n defined
and Ͳ n Ͼ 0. The axis of x n is called the major axis of P.
Let the crossing point of P and a coordinate digital straight Corollary 10 is deduced from Proposition 9. The real line parallel to the major axis x n of P be the point p ϭ connectivity of a hyperplane is not always known. Only a (r 1 , . . . , r nϪ1 , p n ), with r i integer and p n real. lower bound of the connectivity is given for the hypersphThen the point pЈ ϭ (r 1 , . . . , r nϪ1 , r n ) where p n Ϫ Ͻ
The r n Յ p n ϩ , is the digital image of p. real connectivity is a more complicated arithmetical prob-
The set consisting of all points pЈ digital images of points lem that has no complete answer for the moment, to the of P is the digital image of P, denoted PЈ. 
if and only if there exists n ϩ 1 real Ͳ 0 , . . . , Ͳ n such that:
Veerlaert uses the digitization scheme defined by Ͱ 1 , . . . , Ͱ n , Ͷ) be a discrete hyperplane where 0 Յ Ͱ i Յ Stojmenovic (definition 13 and [21] ) and shows that the Ͱ iϩ1 for all i, and Ͷ ϭ ͚ n iϭkϩ1 Ͱ i . P is k-minimal. so-defined digital hyperplane is a digital flatness and con- Figure 4 shows a 3D plane that is 2-minimal. Figure 6 versely that a digital flatness is a segment of a digital hypershows a 3D plane that is 1-minimal, and Fig. 8 shows a plane. It is interesting to see that Veerlaert does not introplane that is 0-minimal. duce a new digitization scheme but uses the result of Proof of Proposition 12. Let us consider a hyperplane Stojmenovic's digitization scheme and proposes a mathe-P ϭ P n (Ͱ 0 , Ͱ 1 , . . . , Ͱ n , Ͷ), with 0 Յ Ͱ i Յ Ͱ iϩ1 , Ͷ ϭ matical formulation for the points of the digital hyperplane. The restriction to rational numbers for the definition
Ͱ i ϭ of the discrete hyperplane, and for Stojmenovic's digital ⌸( P, A) Ϫ Ͷ Ͻ 0. In the same way we have ⌸( P, C) Ն hyperplanes, is not a real restriction since we are usually Ͷ. This shows that B and C are on opposite sides of P. By interested in finite hyperplane segments. construction both are k-neighbors of A, this means that if
Proof of Proposition 15. Veerlaert showed in [22] that we remove A from P we create a k-path from one side to a digital hyperplane is a digital flatness and that a digital the other and therefore P ‫͕گ‬A͖ is not k-separating. Ⅲ flatness is a digital segment of a digital hyperplane. Let us first show that a discrete hyperplane P ϭ P(Ͱ 0 , . . . , Ͱ n , Ͷ),
DIGITAL HYPERPLANES AND
with Ͷ ϭ max͕͉Ͱ i ͉; 1 Յ i Յ n͖ is flat. P is a naive hyperplane.
DISCRETE HYPERPLANES
In [21] , Stojmenovic and Tosic proposed a digitization scheme for Euclidean hyperplanes. This digitization obviously flat since Ͷ ϭ max͕͉Ͱ i ͉; 1 Յ i Յ n͖. This shows that a discrete naive hyperplane is a digital hyperplane as discrete hyperplane, tunnels in the hyperplane and arithmetical thickness is made. We finish by showing that the defined by Stojmenovic and Veerlaert. Let us now show that a digital hyperplane is a discrete discrete hyperplane is a generalization of the digital hyperplanes obtained by the classical ''digitization scheme'' apnaive hyperplane if the digital hyperplane corresponds to a Euclidean hyperplane defined with rational numbers.
proach. The discrete analytical representation form of primitives Let us consider a Euclidean hyperplane P defined by
where has led to interesting new properties for the discrete hyperspheres [4] and, here, for the discrete hyperplanes. It allows
Let us consider Stojmenovic's cooresponding digital also an easy extension of basic 2D primitives to higher dimensions. This is obtained by avoiding the problematic hyperplane PЈ. Veerlaert shows in [22] that this digital hyperplane verifies Ϫ Ͻ Ͳ 0 ϩ ͚ n iϭ1 Ͳ i a i Յ , or Ϫ Յ ''digitization scheme'' step. Nevertheless, some difficulties exist when we try to define discrete m-flats in n-dimensional
Ͳ i a i Ͻ , for every point A ϭ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) of PЈ. We have the discrete analytical hyperplane space (m Յ n Ϫ 1) [21] . The simplest example is the 3D line. These objects cannot be defined just by intersection of hyperplanes: the intersection of two 3D planes usually
, ϪͰ 1 , . . . , ϪͰ n , ͉Ͱ n ͉ ͪ cannot be considered a 3D line, like the intersection of two discrete lines in 2D is usually not a point [11, 20] . The first thought that comes to mind is to extend the notion ϭ ͭ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ʦ ‫ޚ‬ n ͉ 0 Յ ϪͰ 0 of arithmetical thickness and to define a cylinder around a continuous 3D line in order to define a discrete 3D line, but that approach has not provided us with interesting ϩ ͉Ͱ n ͉ 2
results. The space is anisotropic and there does not seem to be a satisfying relationship between the radius of the cylinder and the topology of the discrete 3D line. Some ϭ ͭ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ʦ ‫ޚ‬ n ͉ Ϫ ͉Ͱ n ͉ 2 Յ ϪͰ 0 other solutions need to be studied. Another such example are discrete ellipses which also cannot be described so simply by Diophantine inequalities. This will require fur-
ther research in discrete geometry. Much work remains to be done on the discrete hyperplanes; e.g., designing an efficient generation algorithm, defining a n-dimensional PROPOSITION 16 (Generalization of Bresenham's line).
polyhedra, hyperplane recognition, and hyperplane interThe discrete analytical hyperplane is a generalization of section computation. 
